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   I’ve always been a little wary of movies with a big ensemble cast, and recently I’ve 
begun to hold the same feelings toward anthology films (thanks in part to the horrible 
V/H/S). “Movie 43,” however, looked to be a pretty decent comedy at the least, with all 
these famous actors getting together to have a good time. But while it certainly looks like 
they had a blast making it, there was very little to make me change my opinion of these 
types of films. 
 

While attempting to get a production company to buy his first script, Charlie (Dennis 
Quaid) all but holds film executive Griffin (Greg Kinnear) hostage as he pitches each of his 
horrendous ideas.  

 
These pitches include a woman on a blind date with a man who has a pair of testicles on 

his neck, the superhero sidekick Robin at a speed dating get-together, and a couple who 
want to make sure their son’s homeschooling is every bit as traumatizing as they remember 
high school to be. Between these segments there are also advertisements for the iBabe (A 
life-sized, naked woman through whom you can listen to music) and a public service 
announcement for children who work inside vending machines and copiers.  

 
Note that I have not mentioned much in the way of plot development. That’s because 

there’s really nothing about which to speak. The overarching story with the movie pitch is 
the closest to having a real story to it, but even that ends in an insultingly abrupt fashion.  

 
All of the other segments get a bit of a break from this, of course, but the majority of them are still based solely around one 

vulgar joke recycled over and over. The blind date segment, for example, consists primarily of the woman being disgusted by the 
man’s weird deformity while he acts oblivious to it. Some segments like the superhero speed dating, had some potential, but in the 
end they all fall flat. 

 
There are some very, very talented people in this movie, including Justin Long, Hugh Jackman, Patrick Warburton, Chloë Grace 

Moretz, and Emma Stone, just to name a few. Unfortunately, the majority of them were severely underused; how is it possible to 
have Warburton and Moretz be in the same segment together, and yet still be boring? Another example being Sean William Scott 
and Johnny Knoxville, who together should involve some hilarious physical humor, and yet their skit seems to be over in the blink 
of an eye. Justin Long and Jason Sudeikis in the superhero segment shine the brightest, though. 

 
“Movie 43,” as a whole, just seems pasted together at the last minute. At first there’s some promise with the movie pitch idea, 

but by the end the excuses to show the different segments start to stumble. I also do not understand the order in which the skits 
were placed; the one the movie ends on really would’ve worked better somewhere in the middle, and those who walk out after the 
first minute or so of credits will miss out on another, full skit (though it’s far from being a gem). Plus, there were some very 
noticeable flaws in the editing and the effects, particularly in how fake Gerard Butler looks as a leprechaun. 

 
Anyone who just loves their comedies to be vulgar for the sake of being vulgar will definitely find something to take out of 

Movie 43, but those expecting anything more than that will be disappointed. 
 
This movie is rated R for strong pervasive crude and sexual content including dialogue, graphic nudity, language, some violence 

and drug use. 
 


